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Lecture Capture at a Glance
Rich Media capture of classroom instruction
• Full course recordings
• Student Presentations
• Flipping the Classroom
• Personal Capture
• Closed Captioning
• Live Class Streaming
• Analytics

Current UML Lecture Capture Deployment
• 80 Classrooms equipped with recording appliances
• Unlimited PCAP (Personal Capture) licensing
• Live Streaming capabilities
• Software classroom capture for non-appliance equipped rooms
• Media file conversion and ingest
• Usage analytics
• Podcasting and audio only capture

Student Survey Results

How Often Do You View Recorded Lectures?
- Once per week
- Once per month
- Daily
- Multiple Times per Week

I use lecture capture technology to help prepare for exams.

I use lecture capture technology to revisit & clarify complicated or confusing topics.

Lecture capture technology improves my overall learning experience.

I would like to see lecture capture technology used in more of my courses.

Lecture capture technology helps me use my time more efficiently.

By The Numbers – AY 2013
• 103,000 student views
• 220 full course recordings
• 140 faculty
• 4000 views per week
• 570 views per day

Peak usage:
Between 9pm and Midnight

10,500 student views between the hours of Midnight and 6am

What Students are saying about Echo360

**Having the lectures online make it so much easier to learn the material. During class time it is difficult to take good notes because it goes so fast. I like being able to pause the lecture and write down important notes.”**
- Nursing Fundamentals Student

**“If I were to summarize the usefulness of Echo360 in one word, it would be indispensable.”** - Clinical Chemistry Student

**“I found the capacity to re-access lecture information extremely useful and have a deep appreciation for this resource.”**
- Anatomy and Physiology Student

**“This system was instrumental to my success in this course. Reviewing complex material was really great and actually working the examples out along with the professor, with the ability to pause was great.”**
- Engineering Mathematics Student

**“It really helped my GPA. I wish all classes were like this. Not only can I go back on missed material, but I can review things I don’t understand.”** - Electronics Student

Coming Soon!
LectureTools
An interactive presentation tool that includes an innovative student response system, a two-way student inquiry channel, and convenient study tools.

Collaboration and LDAP Authentication
Allows for students to interact with each other and the instructor.